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Abstract
The ethnic identity of the Philistines and their relationship to Greece, Cyprus, Anatolia and 
the Sea Peoples continues to be a very lively and interesting area of scholarly debate. This 
contribution reviews recent work on general categories of cultural interaction with regard 
to the eastern Mediterranean including colonisation, migration and cultural diffusion. The 
relationship between these categories of interaction and the formation of cultural identity 
such as creolisation, hybridity, assimilation and acculturation is also considered. An argu-
ment in favour of transculturalism, multivocality and long-term approaches to the forma-
tion of cultural identity is then proposed.

Introduction
This contribution examines recent approaches to interpreting the emergence of 
Philistine culture at the time of the Bronze–Iron Age transition, and to a lesser 
extent the accompanying transformation of Aegean and Cypriot cultures.1 Aegean 
connections with both Cyprus and the Levant continue to be viewed from posi-
tions of polarisation.2 As A.B. Voskos and I. Knapp have observed, interconnec-
tions are frequently framed within either colonisation or mercantilist narratives.3 
An Aegeo-centric perspective dominates the colonisation narrative, with Aegean 
peoples, namely Mycenaeans, bringing their cultural package east, a view that 
persists to the present.4 For example, at Ashkelon, all objects from phase 18 that 
are unknown from earlier or contemporary Canaanite sites are ‘presumed to be 
of Aegean origin or inspiration’.5 These would include ‘incised scapulae, stamp 
seals, pig consumption, sunken jars surrounded by a shell or sherd covered curb, 

1 The Institute of Advanced Study, Hebrew University, Givat Ram, Jerusalem and the Australian 
Research Council’s Discovery Project funding scheme (project number 1093713) supported the 
research and writing of this paper. I am grateful to the many conversations I had with colleagues dur-
ing my time in Jerusalem, particularly Marie-Henriette Gates, Amihai Mazar, Aren Maeir, Assaf 
Yasur-Landau and Alexander Zukerman. Any errors of fact or interpretation are entirely my own. 

2 Contrast Iacovou 2008 with Voskos and Knapp 2008. 
3 Voskos and Knapp 2008, especially 659; also Barako 2000. 
4 For example Karageorghis 2002. 
5 Stager et al. 2008, 266. 
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intramural infant burial in pits, and benches and bins ringing rooms’.6 Although 
pig consumption has well-known Aegean parallels, incised scapulae are a Cypriot 
feature and unknown in the Aegean.7 Frequently no comparanda or citations are 
provided for these or for other features assumed to be Aegean. Such perspectives 
are simplistic to the extent that one conjures up images of Sea Peoples travelling 
in bathtubs, which are loaded down with pottery, hearths, horns of consecration 
and a Greek dictionary. The narrative of the ‘mercantile phenomenon’ conjures 
up wily, Philistine opportunists rising from the ashes of Bronze Age collapse and 
marketing their IIIC pottery, like General Motors emerging from the financial 
collapse of 2008.8 Still, for others, the perspective remains that of Ex Oriente 
Lux, whereby there is an opposite reluctance to admit that the Aegean, itself a 
product of secondary state formation, could influence anyone.9 When migration 
from this region is to be acknowledged, it is grudgingly restricted to the move-
ment of a few potters at most. Aside from being polarising, the various narratives 
of colonisation, migration and mercantilism, as well as narratives of beachhead 
and refugees fleeing chaotic and disrupted lives are overly simplistic because they 
are monocausal. Yet, for even the most die hard critics, it is now difficult to deny 
in the face of overwhelming evidence from Philistia that some of the Aegean 
peoples and Sea Peoples both migrated and circulated throughout the East and 
that the Early Iron Age is characterised by meetings and mixings of Cypriot, 
Greek and Levantine peoples.10 

Theories of Interaction and Identity Formation in the Late Bronze Age 
Mediterranean
A.M. Maeir has recently proposed that the emergence of the Philistines is charac-
terised by regionalism and creolisation.11 His contribution changed the parameters 
of the debate and represents an important move forward in thinking about the 
region given the observation that regionalism is neither sufficiently understood nor 
acknowledged.12 Maeir sees creolisation as a transformation in which elements, 
from two cultures are combined or blended, to form a new ‘hybrid’ culture.13 

6 Stager et al. 2008, 266. 
7 See Zukerman et al. 2007, with further references. 
8 The main proponent of the mercantilist narrative is Sherratt 1998. 
9 On secondary state formation, see Branigan 1995. Re Aegean influences, see Knapp 1998. 
10 Voskos and Knapp 2008. 
11 See Ben-Shlomo et al. 2004, 20, 28; Maeir forthcoming; also Killebrew 2005, 197–245; Yasur-

Landau 2003. 
12 Iacovou 2008, 626. Re traditional approaches, see Dothan and Dothan 1992. 
13 Ben Shlomo et al. 2004, 20. 
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A.E. Killebrew also prefers creolisation, regarding it as the cultural mixing result-
ing from interaction between colonising and indigenous people.14 

Voskos and Knapp reject the concept of colonisation as a loaded term, which 
implies an asymmetrical relationship of superior migrants bringing culture to a 
backward native population.15 Although they are focusing on Cyprus, Cyprus is 
relevant to a discussion of Philistia as both were linked to events leading up to and 
following the end of the Bronze Age. They prefer the concept of migration to 
colonisation, and see it as representing a distinct, but still complex type of pat-
terned behaviour performed by sub-groups, with targeted destinations.16 Who were 
these sub-groups? I have proposed that as patronage networks were eliminated with 
the destruction of palatial systems and city-states throughout the Aegean and the 
East, skilled workers would have lost their means of subsistence and sought new 
outlets for their skills.17 The elimination of palatial patronage would have resulted 
in the ‘negative push stresses’, while a search for new opportunities to market their 
skills could have resulted in ‘positive pull attractions’ that are identified as a condi-
tion for long-distance migration.18 Yet this represents only one potential source of, 
and scenario for migration. 

Iacovou has emphasised that different sorts of events were happening on Cyprus, 
which were regional in nature. She suggests that abandonment without re-inhabit-
ing the centres at Maroni, Alassa, Episkopi-Bamboula and Kalavassos-Ayios Dhim-
itreos at the end of Late Cypriot IIC indicates a permanent escape from an irrevers-
ible turn of events.19 In contrast, she notes hoards of metal objects hidden at 
Pyla-Kokkinokremos, but not retrieved, indicate an intention of the inhabitants to 
return to the site, while a destruction free transition from Late Cypriot IIC–IIIA at 
Athienou followed by abandonment indicates a different scenario. Construction of 
monumental temenoi at both Kition and Palaepaphos is seen as an unprecedented 
concentration of authority at both sites, which was able to direct manpower and 
expertise towards the construction of sacred architecture that had never before been 
seen. Thus, what occurred at the end of the Bronze Age and during the transition 
on Cyprus can be characterised as a series of individual and distinct episodes, with 
the potential to set in motion very different types of migratory behaviour. 

Voskos and Knapp believe that the collapse of Mycenaean (and other) polities 
would have led to fragmentation of any collective identity, which was further 

14 Killebrew 2005, 201. 
15 Voskos and Knapp 2008, 559–660. 
16 Voskos and Knapp 2008, 660; also Anthony 1990; Burmeister 2000. 
17 Hitchcock 2008. 
18 Anthony 1990; Burmeister 2000, 546. 
19 Iacovou 2007, 465–66. 
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changed by two or three generations of intermarriage and living in a new world, 
which would have ultimately contributed to a different situation.20 Killebrew sug-
gests that a dilution of Aegean culture occurred as a result of Aegean components 
being mediated through Cypriot and/or Cilician cultures.21 Yet Tiryns was not as 
adversely affected as other Mycenaean sites. On Cyprus, pottery production, ship-
building and many ritual activities seem to have maintained a remarkable conti-
nuity.22 In contrast, in the post-Bronze Age world, elite building practices along 
with writing and administrative activity exhibited quite a bit of fragmentation. 
This fragmentation is exhibited in the variety of scripts in use in Philistia and in 
the regionally distinct variety of techniques used to construct Early Iron Age hearths 
in the east Mediterranean, such as pebbles, sherds and burned clay.23

Killebrew attributes cultural transmission and change to stimulus diffusion, a 
form of limited diffusion, whereby the transmission of information, ideas and arte-
facts occurs over the long term through trade and/ or small-scale migration.24 In 
this instance, the long-term she refers to is not that long, but begins with the pro-
duction of Mycenaean IIIB (ca. 13th century) pottery in the east Aegean and 
Cyprus. Although no details are provided, Voskos and Knapp propose that pro-
cesses of social transmission began even earlier, with 200–300 years of social 
exchange, with possibly limited migration, and hybridisation preceding Aegean 
migration to Cyprus.25 I believe that whatever we choose to call the exchange of 
ideas, it was dependent upon multiple types of movement, and it was an even 
longer-term process that began in the Aegean in the late Early Bronze Age. 

Crete was drawn into the Near Eastern sphere through the acquisition of metals 
and other imported prestige goods in the form of raw materials, objects and tech-
niques as discussed by C.S. Colburn.26 This process accelerated in the Middle 
Bronze Age when the Minoans acquired the technology for the deep-hulled ship 
with mast from the Near East, which made it possible to shrink maritime space.27 
The Minoans were in turn influencing the development of Mycenaean culture 
through trade with Lakonia by way of their colony on Kythera.28 Similarly, a 
Minoan colony was established at Miletus, ancient Millawanda, as indicated by the 

20 Voskos and Knapp 2008, 677. 
21 Killebrew 2005. 
22 For ship-building, see Wachsmann 1998. 
23 On scripts, contrast Gitin et al. 1997; Maeir et al. 2008; Cross and Stager 2006. For hearths, 

see Maeir and Hitchcock forthcoming. 
24 Killebrew 2005, 199, 201. 
25 Voskos and Knapp 2008, 679. 
26 Colburn 2008. 
27 Broodbank 2002, 342–47. 
28 Banou 2000; Demakopoulou 1992. 
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full range of Minoan material culture found there, including a kiln, frescoes and 
writing.29 Thus creolisation, hybridisation and regionalism were also long-term 
processes in the Aegean, and would have included trade, diplomatic gifting, tem-
porary gift exchange of skilled workers and periodic migrations of varying degrees 
of intensity following the eruption of Thera, the destruction of the Minoan ‘palace’ 
civilisation, the destruction of Mycenaean Knossos and, finally, the destruction of 
the Mycenaean palaces. Thus, the events at the end of the Bronze Age represented 
the culmination of long-term processes. These processes have not yet been ade-
quately addressed in Aegean archaeology. 

Creolisation and Hybridity
The terms creolisation and hybridity are frequently used interchangeably, but they 
are preferred in post-colonial narratives to colonisation and diffusion because they 
resist totalising and nationalistic narratives, and are regarded as processes, social 
interactions and negotiations.30 These processes are said to lead to new ethnic for-
mations, and eventually to integration, acculturation and assimilation on the one 
hand or to boundary maintenance on the other.31 The terms creolisation and 
hybridisation also function as buzz-words, in that the underlying processes they are 
meant to describe are underdetermined and require further elaboration, which they 
seldom receive. For example, Voskos and Knapp raise the important question of 
how would we archaeologically recognise the offspring of Aegean migrants and 
local people?32 Another question that might follow on from this is how might the 
identity of such offspring be indicated archaeologically depending on the gender of 
a migrant and indigenous spouse. And, what is an Aegean migrant? Ethnic identity 
of the Aegean peoples, which included the ethnically distinct Minoans, tends to be 
conflated or ignored.33 Although clearly much remains to be done in order to work 
through these concepts, whatever we call them, these terms have been used to 
allude to interactions by multiple cultures that lead to the formation of a creolised 
or hybridised culture. They have also been used to refer to elements selected from 
incoming cultures by a local culture as a result of interaction and vice versa. Yet 
both creolisation and hybridity have very different histories and meanings. 

Creolisation is a linguistic term also associated with colonialism and used to refer 
to the expansion of a pidgin. Pidgins are the simplified and specialised combination 

29 Niemeier and Niemeier 1999. 
30 See Kraidy 2005, especially 1. 
31 See Stone 1995; Bunimovitz 1990. 
32 Voskos and Knapp 2008, 662. 
33 See Hitchcock 1999 for an attempt. 
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of two languages with limited vocabulary and simple grammar used for limited 
communication as in trading activities that historically emerged out of colonialism 
and slave trade. Creolisation is said to occur when a pidgin is expanded into a new 
language, which can be used for a broader range of more complex purposes.34 One 
can also speak of decreolisation whereby there is a convergence or assimilation with 
a related and neighbouring language. The study of creolisation as a linguistic phe-
nomenon has been criticised as highly subjective in light of gaps in the empirical 
data, whereby speakers of a creole may be viewed at one extreme as engaging in baby 
talk or passively absorbing new linguistic processes and at the other extreme, strug-
gling to retain their language in spite of repression.35 Like colonisation, creolisation 
also implies asymmetrical relationships (a dominant culture and a less dominant 
one) expressed linguistically, rather than through conquest.36 The term might have 
more heuristic value if used to identify Canaanite cultural resistance in Philistine 
culture or Minoan resistance to Mycenaean culture after the fall of the Minoan 
palaces, and hybridity is famously used in regard to resistance.37 I think that it is 
difficult to speak of a limited mixing of traditions in the form of a pidgin culture, 
which then expanded to become a creole culture. In addition, the concept of creoli-
sation implies just two cultures, whereas the archaeological evidence for the Philis-
tines: inscriptional names that point to the Ekwesh – such as Achish at Gath and 
Ikausu at Ekron, biblical tradition, as well as the traditional names for the Sea Peo-
ples imply multiple cultures.38 In archaeology, creolisation has been used to under-
stand the transformation of African slave culture and as a substitute for the increas-
ingly unpalatable concept of Romanisation.39 In contrast, to the bi-cultural aspects 
implied by the concept of creolisation, cultural influences in Philistia come from 
Anatolia, Canaan, Crete, Cyprus and the Mycenaean world at a minimum. 

Neither creolisation nor hybridity adequately models the Philistine phenome-
non, which to my mind resists a totalising or meta-explanation. Hybridity began as 
a biological concept associated with the cross-breeding of animals and plants, 
though the concept now permeates many disciplines in the arts and humanities.40 
It is a 19th-century AD word derived from Latin where it was used to refer to 
offspring of a tame sow and a wild boar. It has most often been associated with 
resistance, but it can also be associated with pluralism as well as domination, three 

34 Salzmann 1998, 173–76. 
35 See Harris and Rampton 2000, 6. 
36 As admitted in Ben Shlomo et al. 2004, 20. 
37 For example, Bhaba 1994. 
38 See Halpern 2008; papers in Oren 2000. 
39 Webster 2001. 
40 Kraidy 2005, 1–2. 
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very different outcomes.41 In east Mediterranean archaeology, the term hybridity 
has frequently been used to describe the ‘International Style’, a fusion of Near 
Eastern and Aegean artistic styles rendered on small, portable luxury goods, whose 
production intensified during the 14th and 13th centuries BC.42 In these instances, 
hybridised art objects served as boundary markers of elite identity, thus becoming 
symbols of domination rather than tools of resistance. I believe that the concept of 
hybridity is too limited with regard to understanding Cyprus, and particularly to 
understanding Philistia. For example, a Mycenaean IIIC ceramic incorporating a 
Canaanite motif may be regarded as a hybrid object, whereas a notched ox scapula 
is a type of Cypriot object, not a hybrid one. However, possessing a Cypriot-style 
notched scapula may be used to promote the status of its owner through the pos-
session of specialised knowledge required to knowingly deploy it as a symbol. Such 
was the case in displaying them in the doorway of Building 23033, a building with 
Aegean features at Tell es-Safi/Gath.43 Aegean architectural features in Building 
23033 include the presence of hall with porch employing approximate 1:2 propor-
tions and four side chambers, but lacking the circulatory corridor separating the 
hall from side-chambers as found in canonical megara.44 The manipulation of an 
object associated with Cypriot culture in a building with an Aegean-style arrange-
ment of space might result in the creation of a hybridised identity. However, in 
historical archaeology, S. Burmeister has shown that the Fenno-Scandinavian style 
of log cabin construction introduced to colonial North America by a small number 
of immigrants was widely adopted and preferred by a host of other ethnically dis-
tinct migrant groups.45 Thus the spread of a particular architectural style may tell 
us more about migrant adaptation strategies, than about the specific ethnicity of a 
building’s inhabitants, indicating that we have much to learn in order to under-
stand ancient migration practices.

Transculturalism and Multivocality
Thus, as a heuristic device, the concept of hybridity has limited value unless it is 
elaborated within a specific context through exhaustive case studies, whereby each 
instance is explored as a localised relationship to globalisation.46 A less ‘value laden’ 
way to proceed is to understand Philistine identity as a process of transcultural 

41 Contrast Bhaba 1994 with Hitchcock 2009. 
42 Most recently, Feldman 2002. 
43 Zuckerman et al. 2007. 
44 For an overview of the characteristics of Mycenaean architecture, see Hitchcock 2010. 
45 Burmeister 2000, especially 541. 
46 Kraidy 2005, vi–xii. 
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dialogues (or even polylogues), encounters and interactions, which need to be 
worked through across the entire spectrum of Philistine material culture and its 
spatial manipulation. This can include, but is not limited to, considering Bakhtin’s 
concept of double voicing, which examines the intentionality behind the use of 
discourse, or in the case of the Philistines, the manipulation of material culture.47 
To simply illustrate this concept as a research question, one might ask, when a 
Philistine is using an object, whether it is a Mycenaean IIIC or bichrome deep 
bowl or a conical stamp seal, are they using it as a Mycenaean or a Cypriot would, 
or are they inserting a new intentionality into its use? 

To simply illustrate this concept, I will use the example of animal head cups. 
There is still disagreement regarding the relationship between animal head cups in 
the Aegean and the Levant, although most scholars agree that the resemblance 
between Aegean animal head rhyta and Philistine animal head cups is superficial.48 
Stylistic differences more closely connect Philistine animal head cups to Canaanite 
ones; and there are functional differences, such as the lack of flow through hole. 
Based on the concept of double-voicing and intentionality, however, I propose that 
the way in which such objects were used and manipulated is as significant as their 
stylistic details and constructional differences. It is likely that craftsmen skilled in 
making certain types of Aegean objects did not uniformly migrate to other regions 
or that certain craft skills were lost. As a result certain types of objects had to be 
acquired locally or their production skills had to be re-learned according to local 
techniques. A. Mazar has suggested that the production of animal head vessels was 
undertaken in the Levant after they had stopped being produced in the Aegean.49 An 
animal head cup would have been a familiar object in many parts of the east Medi-
terranean regardless of its plastic features, decoration, or presence of a flow through 
hole. Maeir has discussed the lioness head cup fragment from the site of Tell es-Safi/
Gath in detail, noting that it was purposefully broken from the rest of the vessel, 
curated and embedded upside down in a living surface, possibly a courtyard, in Area 
A, an area of the site with well-known ritual associations (Fig. 1).50 

In the Aegean, the significance of animal head cups extends beyond libation or 
ritual drinking functions. Based on a study of breakage patterns of Aegean bull’s 
head stone rhyta, P. Rehak proposed that these rhyta were always ritually broken, 
serving as simulacra of a sacrificed animal that were only used to mark special events 
such as an initiation or investiture.51 The rarity of a rhyton-breaking event suggests 

47 Bakhtin 1984, 183–99. In terms of material culture, see Stone 1995, 9, 13. 
48 For example, Meiberg forthcoming; Zevulun 1987; Zuckerman 2008. 
49 Mazar 1980, 102. 
50 Maeir 2006, especially 335. 
51 Rehak 1995. 
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that witnesses of the ritual were of high status.52 Maeir’s observation regarding the 
breakage and preservation of the Safi cup is significant as the curation of animal 
head cup fragments is an Aegean custom attested in both the Aegean and Cyprus. 
Stone animal head rhyta stopped being produced in the Aegean after the end of 
Minoan civilisation, ca. 1450 BC.53 However, fragments of these were kept for as 
long as several hundred years as tokens or souvenirs of a breakage event, and these 
fragments were sometimes deposited in a ritual context such as a shrine, at a much 
later date than the time of their production, in both Greece and Cyprus. They were 
valuable heirlooms that were handed down generationally as indicated by the fact 
that fragments of Minoan bull’s head rhyta turn up in LH III contexts on the Greek 
Mainland and in the Temples of the Horned God and Ingot God on Cyprus.54 
These practices suggest the importance of keeping ritual tokens as markers of mem-
ory and status to be dedicated at key moments in time. Animal head cup fragments 
were similarly curated and deposited in ritualised contexts at other Philistine sites, 

52 The intentional breakage of stone animal head rhyta in the Aegean can be contrasted with the more 
conservative use and preservation of a head cup at Canaanite Hazor, as detailed in Zuckerman 2008. 

53 Warren 1969, 174–75. Although Linear B indicates that metal examples were still being made 
at Knossos during the Mycenaean period, the only example ever found comes from Grave Circle A as 
noted by Rehak 1995, 448. 

54 For their occurrence in Greece, see Rehak 1995. For Cyprus, see Courtois 1971, 307–08; 
Papadopoulos 1997, 174; Webb 1999, 200. 

Fig. 1: Lioness Head Cup from Tell es-Safi/Gath. Iron Age I (photograph courtesy of A.M. Maeir).
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including Tell Qasile and Tell Miqne-Ekron.55 The animal head cup from Tell es-
Safi/Gath may present an example of double-voicing in that it may have been made 
by a local craftsman but curated according to an Aegean custom for how such 
objects were revered and treated.

An advantage of transculturalism is that it can also be conceptualised as an adap-
tation of E. Said’s contrapunctal approach to classical music.56 In a contrapunctal 
approach, order is expressed through the interplay of different themes, relationships 
and exchanges, which more willingly allows for multivocality. The goal is to draw 
out, extend, or give emphasis and voice to what is silent or marginally present in the 
narrative. Another, complementary model, drawn from linguistics is Koineisation, 
which refers to a process of mixing dialects.57 Koineisation is characterised by mix-
ing, levelling and simplification of a mix of dialects over the course of several gen-
erations and is often found in areas where there is a sudden in-migration, followed 
by the establishment of a permanent community. Used in concert with transcultur-
alism, it may also help us to better explain the Philistine phenomenon.

Another way of drawing out the nuances in multiple types of cultural interac-
tion is through a greater emphasis on regionalism. M. Iacovou makes the key 
point that 12th-century regionalism has not been sufficiently understood or 
acknowledged, and I would suggest that a similar case can be made for the 
Aegean, where the IIIC period remains a marginalised area of study.58 Iacovou 
also notes a tendency to either focus on the Late Bronze or Iron Ages, or treat the 
transitional period superficially, an attitude she terms ‘Cypro-Geometric phobia’.59 
In response she has adopted a strategy of beginning every piece of research in the 
second millennium and moving gradually into the first. Although she is speaking 
of Cyprus, these points may be seen as relevant to the east Mediterranean as a 
whole. Just two brief examples of regionalism in the Aegean include differences 
in hearth construction and the persistence of the preference for tripod cooking 
pots in Crete in contrast to cooking jugs on the mainland and in Philistia.60

Prospects for the Future
We tend to either compare the IIIC world with the Bronze Age, focusing on conti-
nuity, which is admittedly important, or to emphasise the chronological differences 

55 Mazar 1980, 41, 101–03; 2000, 225. 
56 Said 1993; also Kraidy 2005, 13–14. 
57 Tuten 2008. 
58 Iacovou 2007, 626.  
59 Iacovou 2007, 461–62. 
60 On constructional differences of Mycenaean, Minoan, Cypriot, and Philistine hearths, see 

Maeir and Hitchcock forthcoming. 
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and treat this as assimilation. We need to examine how Philistine culture was both 
similar to and different from what is occurring in both Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Age communities that have cultural linkages to them. To systematically answer these 
questions, we might try to identify, which Philistine traditions show continuity with 
practices of Bronze Age Canaan, Cyprus and the Aegean. An example of continuity 
includes lamp and bowl foundation deposits (Canaanite), notched ox scapulae 
(Cyprus) and pig consumption (Aegean).61 We might also examine not just how 
Philistine culture was similar to or different from surrounding cultures, but how 
other, non-ceramic aspects of their culture compared with other contemporary pro-
ducers of Mycenaean IIIC pottery, not just in the Levant, but also in Cyprus and 
the Aegean. For example, pig consumption was not practiced at Kavousi-Vronda on 
Crete or Tell Ta’yanat in Syria, both sites that produced Mycenaean IIIC style pot-
tery.62 Gilboa has demonstrated that Mycenaean IIIC pottery was used very differ-
ently at Tell Dor than in Philistia, where there was a more limited repertoire of 
shapes, but what about other differences?63 Differences might be identified by com-
paring Philistine economy, nutrition, use of writing and seals, and the use of ritual 
paraphernalia to that of Early Iron Age Cyprus and the Aegean. I believe that 
addressing these sorts of comparative issues will improve our understanding of social 
upheaval, migration, diasporas and the formation of ethnic identity at the end of the 
Bronze Age (ca. 1180 BC) and beyond. Although collective identity may have been 
fragmented at the level of the chiefdom or city-state at the end of the Bronze Age, 
it is clear that many of the markers of that identity remained intact, while others did 
not. In this way, we can trace the filtering down of the cultural markers of elite 
identity, which were then used until they no longer served the purposes of Philistine 
and other Mycenaean IIIC producing cultures, as well as distinguish other social 
practices and subsistence strategies. Furthermore, by documenting the similarities 
and differences in the use of stylistically different but functionally and/or symboli-
cally similar objects, we can also get a better understanding of the formation of 
Philistine identity and its Bronze and Iron Age connections.

Conclusions
To summarise, as a watered down and polysemous term, the explanatory power of 
hybridity has become undermined. As noted in the editorial statement, it is old 
wine in a new bottle. A transcultural approach to the study of shifting identities at 

61 On foundation deposits, see Bunimovitz and Zimhoni 1993. 
62 With regard to Kavousi, Snyder pers. comm.; with regard to Tell Ta’yanat, see Lipovitch 2008. 
63 Gilboa 2005. 
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the end of the Bronze Age favours the multivocal, intertwined, the complex, the 
experiential and the contextualised over the dualistic or monocausal explanations of 
previous approaches. In advocating M. Bakhtin’s approach of double voicing, 
transculturalism privileges a phenomenological approach that documents the inten-
tionality behind the manipulation of objects, over a static approach to style. In 
doing so, it advocates working across the full spectrum of material culture in order 
to understand the formation of identity. As a multi-institutional, interdisciplinary, 
and multivocal collaborative research project, the Tell es-Safi/Gath project is 
uniquely qualified to address these questions.
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